This paper aims to address the problem of joint segmentation and recognition of multiple actions in a long-term video. Since features obtained from a single frame cannot describe human motion in a period, some literatures initially divide a long-term video into many video clips with fixed length and represent a long-term video as a sequence of video clips. However, a fixed-length video clip may contain frames from two adjacent actions, which would significantly affect the performance of action segmentation and recognition. In this paper, we develop a double-layer framework for segmenting and recognizing multiple actions in a long-term video. In the first layer, a novel unsupervised method based on the directions of velocity is proposed to initially divide an input video into a series of clips with unfixed length. The second layer takes a sequence of video clips as input, and employs a joint segmentation and recognition method to group video clips into several segments while simultaneously labeling the action category for each segment. Experiments conducted on the IXMAS action dataset verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Introduction
The fast development of video capture technology has created a great need for methods of intelligent video analysis. Analyzing and understanding human actions in videos is a hot and active topic, especially for actions in long-term videos. The two main problems are "What the action is" and "When it happens". Traditional action recognition methods divide an input video into coherent constituent action segments at first, and then classify these segments into different action categories. But the loss of action information might happen since the recognition and segmentation of human actions are done separately. Some recent literatures avoid the problem of information loss by executing video segmentation and action recognition jointly, and they are performed at two different granularities. One group of methods [4, 11, 26, 27] is executed in frame level, while another strategy [6, 10, 28, 32] is to initially divide an input video into a sequence of video clips with fixed length before performing action segmentation and recognition. Compared with the frame-based methods, the clip-based methods can describe human actions better, since more comprehensive features can be obtained from a video clip than a single frame. Nevertheless, clips segmented through the equidistant division might contain frames of several different actions, which may affect the performance of human action recognition in videos.
In this paper, we propose a novel double-layer framework to segment and recognize multiple actions in long-term videos by using unfixed-length video clips. An unsupervised temporal segmentation method is proposed to split a long-term video into a series of video clips in the first layer of our framework. This pre-segmentation method performs initial video segmentation according to the direction of movement, and is called Main Direction Initial Segmentation Method. The second layer of our framework takes the series of video clips as input, and employs a joint action segmentation and recognition method to divide a long-term video into several segments while simultaneously labeling the action category of each segment.
It is worth noting that the action segmentation and recognition method in this layer should be able to work on both frames and video clips, since some video clips may contain only one frame. We find that the method proposed in [11] is an ideal choice. The structure of our double-layer framework is shown in Figure 1 . With this framework, we can reduce the disturbance caused by false initial segmentation and get the advantage of video clips. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 shows our main contributions, including the Main Direction Initial Segmentation Method and the double-layer framework. Experimental results on the IXMAS action dataset are shown in Section 4. Section 5 is the conclusion of our work.
Related Work
Most of the traditional action recognition methods aim to annotate the action categories of pre-segmented video segments, each of which only contains one action. Aggarwal & Cai [1] presented a method of recognizing actions from multi-view cameras with pre-segmented video segments. Polana & Nelson [21] described an action with optical flow fields, assuming that human motion is periodic. Each of these videos contains only one action so that the entire video can be divided into some circular processes of a whole action. Besides, many datasets were established in a similar way, such as KTH dataset [23] , Weizmann dataset [2] , Hollywood2 dataset [18] and Olympic Sports dataset [19] . Videos in these datasets are manually segmented and only contain one action.
In order to alleviate the laborious and time-consuming manual annotations of action segmentations, some literatures propose to segment multiple actions automatically. Chen et al. [5] proposed a sliding-window based segmentation method by using Fisher Vector Coding. Some other methods process video segmentation with series models. These methods usually describe an input video with a series of features before evaluating the matching degree between the action model and the feature series. Lv & Nevatia [16] achieved automatical segmentation and recognition of human actions by training a set of Hidden Markov Models as weak classifiers of AdaBoost. Lu et al. [15] represented a video with a series of key frame. SyedaMahmood et al. [25] proposed a method based on speed value. Li et al. [14] used temporal subspace clustering to depart different actions. Series model is useful but complicated, and using action boundaries to acquire action segments is a much easier way. Marr & Vaina [17] have discussed 3D human movement segmentation problem as early as the 1980s and suggested to separate different movements with resting state. Rubin & Richards [12] and Rui & Anandan [22] proposed that it was an effective way to distinguish different motions by detecting moving boundaries. Ogale et al. [20] checked the maximum and minimum of optical flow within human body contour. Briassouli et al. [3] found motion boundaries in videos with sequential changes. Both [20] and [3] are only suitable for videos with similar motion intensity actions, since they are quite sensitive to the intensity of the actions. Our Main Direction Initial Segmentation Method is also a boundary-based method, and it performs segmentation according to the main direction of movements. Unlike methods in [3, 20] , our method can be executed on videos with multiscale actions since the velocity directions are not directly related to the motion intensity.
Video segmentation and action recognition are performed separately in many methods, such as [24] . However, these two procedures are closely related. Action recognition is based on the results of video segmentation, while the recognition results also provide clues for video segmentation. So, it is more reasonable to combine these two procedures into a unified framework. Hoai et al. [11] proposed a method to segment and classify actions at the same time using a framework based on multi-class SVM [7] , and they segmented a video in a bottom-up structure. The method in [11] is executed in frame level, while the features obtained from a single frame cannot describe human motion well. Lei et al. [13] proposed a hierarchical joint segmentation and recognition framework that extracts features using CNN and describes the sub-action sequences with HMM. Cheng et al. [6] divided a video into fixed-length clips initially, and then performed segmentation and recognition jointly. However, there is a problem that a fixed-length clip might contain frames of several different actions, which will significantly affect the performance of action segmentation and recognition. This problem is caused by the contradiction between the fixed length of clips and the variable length of actions. In order to solve this problem, we propose a double-layer framework to minimize the contradiction by dividing input videos into unfixed-length video clips before performing joint segmentation and recognition of multiple actions.
Our Approach
In this section, our double-layer framework is described in detail. We propose an unsupervised initial segmentation method called Main Direction Segmentation Method, which is executed in the first layer. In the second layer, a joint segmentation and recognition method is employed to achieve segmentation and recognition of multiple actions in a long-term video.
Double-layer Framework
In our double-layer framework, input videos are firstly divided into a series of video clips. These clips can be obtained by performing an initial segmentation method in the first layer. Then, the second layer employs a joint segmentation and recognition method to classify these clips to corresponding categories of human actions. The structure of the double-layer framework is shown in Figure 2 . What we hope to obtain from the first layer are video clips containing frames of only one action, and the second layer takes these video clips as input. Each video clip is described by Bag of words model, and the method presented in [11] is adopted in the second layer for joint segmentation and recognition of multiple actions. Along with the execution of this method, video clips are aggregated to several segments and these segments are classified to corresponding action classes. Our framework can retain the advantages of clip based joint segmentation and recognition method while avoiding the negative effect. As is shown in Figure 2 , the double-layer framework is extensible. The modularity structure of the framework makes it possible to be modified and improved.
Main Direction Initial Segmentation Method
We propose an unsupervised initial segmentation method called Main Direction Initial Segmentation Method. Main Direction Initial Segmentation Method is a boundary-based automatic initial segmentation method and achieves segmentation with the main direction of movements. Main direction is obtained by computing the velocities of movements, which are described with Improved Dense Trajectory (IDT) [31] . The velocity of movements in a frame can be projected to eight sub-velocities indicating different directions. The summation of each sub-velocity is obtained frame by frame, and then the main velocity vector of every frame is built up with the directions of several maximum velocity components. An input video is divided into multiple clips according to the distance of main velocity vectors of adjacent frames. The length of each clip depends on the properties of the actions, and we hope that all frames in a clip belong to the same action.
Given an input video X, a group of IDT features are extracted from X: T={t1,t2,…,tn}. Here ti is a trajectory across 15 frames, which includs four different types of descriptors: the trajectory feature, Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [8] , Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF), and Motion Boundary Histogram (MBH) [9] . Suppose that Tk={tk1,tk2,…,tkm} are trajectories extracted through frame k, the HOG, HOF and MBH of frame k can be obtained by summing the features of Tk. We can get velocity information of k with its HOF. Generally, HOF projects the velocity of a trajectory to eight sub-velocities in different directions. The angle of two neighboring sub-velocities is 45°, which is the same as optical flow bins. With these sub-velocities, the velocity vector of a trajectory can be shown as [v1,v2,…,v8]. Besides, HOF in IDT adds v0 to show the amount of HOF cells with velocities below the velocity threshold set up by IDT. So, the velocity vector of frame k can be represented as [vk0,vk1,vk2,…,vk8} by summing up the corresponding sub-velocities of Tk. Here, vk0 is ignored since the relatively static proportion of the action is not a major concern. Then, we describe the directions of human movements in that frame with several maximum sub-velocities in {vk1,vk2,…,vk8}. The amount of these maximum sub-velocities is kx and the series of these sub-velocities is called as the main direction. To reduce the influence of motion intensity, the main direction should be normalized as is shown in Figure 3 . Performing actions separation by checking the changes of the main directions between adjacent frames is effective, since we find that the main directions always change in the boundaries of different actions. ||vk,k+1|| is the segmentation criterion of our method, which is the Euclidian distance between frame k and k+1 as Eq.1 shows. A threshold δv is set to adjacent frames, and the maximum length of a video clip is limited to lmax. Frame k and frame k+1 are divided into two different video clips when ||vk,k+1||≥δv or the length of the clip reaches lmax.
Our method initially divides an input video into a sequence of video clips, which are then described with Bag of words features.
Joint Segmentation and Recognition
Hoai et al. [11] trained their recognition model by using multi-class SVM [7] 
The parameter C controls the trade-off between a large margin and less constrained violation. The learned weight vector W={wj} is used to segment the test time series with SVM scores generated by minimizing Eq.3.
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Then the joint segmentation and recognition of actions is performed on the test series W={wj} with dynamic programming similar to [11] . Using dynamic programing for time series X, we should consider the best segmentation for the truncated time series X(0,u) with Eq.4. The function ()  in Eq.4 is the feature mapping in segment level and the length of the series u∈
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Experiments
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed double-layer framework and the Main Direction Initial Segmentation Method, we conduct experiments on the INRIA Xmas Motion Acquisition Sequences (IXMAS) action dataset [30] . The IXMAS action dataset is a multi-view dataset for human action recognition. This dataset contains 15 different actions, 12 of which are used in this paper, and examples of these actions are shown in Figure 4 . Specially, class 0 ``NULL'', or called ``nothing'', means no action is inside. Each of these actions is performed 3 times by 12 actors with 5 cameras in 23 fps. Following [29, 30] , 12 actions performed by 10 actors on 5 cameras are used to test our framework.
Experimental setting
We adopt the leave-one-out (LOO) test strategy here. The IDT features of these videos are extracted in the first layer, and then these videos are divided into clips by Main Directions Initial Segmentation Method. It is worth noting that different amounts of main directions can lead to great difference in quantity, length, and boundaries of these clips. Using a lot of directions may break a video to very short clips, while a small quantity of directions would make it insensitive to motion changes and would result in relatively long clips. Thus, three main directions are used in our implementation. Another important parameter is the hard threshold. The value of threshold is chosen by experiments and is set to be 6 in this paper. The concept of the action boundary offset is shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen that one of the video clips contains frames of both actions, including the action boundary. The shortest distance between the boundaries of that clip and the action boundary, shown with solid line rather than dotted line, is the offset of this action boundary.
Experimental results
We compare the offsets of action boundaries between Main Direction Initial Segmentation Method and the method in [11] at frame level. Take videos recorded by camera 0 as example, there are 181 action boundaries in total, and all these boundaries are used to evaluate the distribution of offsets. The method in [11] divides an input video into fixed-length clips, and Figure 6 depicts offsets of this method with different lengths of video clips. Offsets of our method are shown in Figure 7 , and the maximum length of video clips is set to be 15, 20, 25, and 30 frames. Figure 8 and Figure 9 compare the offset distribution and mean offset of the two methods. We can see that the offsets of the method in [11] are almost uniformly distributed, while our method is able to obtain much fewer offsets. This is because our method detects the motion boundaries according to the main direction of velocities and performs initial segmentation more reasonably. Comprehensively, our Main Direction Initial Segmentation Method can effectively reduce the amount of the error recognition caused by the fixed-length clips. We also compare the performance of action segmentation and recognition between the method in [11] and our doublelayer framework. A 200-word dictionary of the trajectories is constructed by using k-means, and these words are employed to create representations of video clips. Then, the recognition method is executed on these video clips. The experimental results are illustrated in Figure 10 , and Table 1 shows the numerical comparisons including the mean correct recognition rate. As is shown in Figure 10 and Table 1 , our method outperforms the method in [11] for all of the 5 cameras, because the better initial segmentation results obtained by the Main Direction Initial Segmentation Method in the first layer can promote the performance of action segmentation and recognition in the second layer. The experimental results demonstrate that our doublelayer framework is effective for action segmentation and recognition. Figure 10 . The comparison of action assignment accuracy between the method in [11] and our framework.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel double-layer framework for joint segmentation and recognition of multiple actions in long-term videos. In the first layer, Main Direction Initial Segmentation Method is proposed to divide an input video into a series of clips. The second layer takes video clips as input, and adopts a learning method to group these clips into segments and annotate the action category of each segment simultaneously. Experimental results on the IXMAS action dataset have shown the effectiveness of the Main Direction Initial Segmentation Method and have proven that the proposed approach can achieve joint segmentation and recognition of multiple actions in videos. Recently, deep learning technology has proven its effectiveness in extracting discriminative representations for image and video classification. In future work, we plan to fuse IDT features and deep learning features to describe video clips.
